No. CEE/4848/2013/KEAM-2014/TA1

Government of Kerala

Office of the Commissioner for Entrance Examinations
Housing Board Buildings, Santhi Nagar, Thiruvananthapuram - 695 001

NOTIFICATION

MBBS/BDS COURSES-2014
ONLINE ALLOTMENT TO FILL UP THE VACANT SEATS
The vacant seats in MBBS/BDS courses after the third phase of allotment to MBBS/BDS
courses in Govt/Govt Controlled Self Financing/Private Self Financing Medical/Dental colleges will be
filled up through an online allotment which will be published on 18.09.2014. The candidates who
have already submitted online options for allotment to MBBS/BDS courses and who want their
existing higher options to be considered in this vacancy filling phase must compulsorily confirm their
online options, by logging on to their home page. After option confirmation, the candidates can
delete the unwanted higher options and can re-arrange the existing higher options. The facility for
option
confirmation/deletion/re-arrangement
will
be
available
in
the
website
www.cee.kerala.gov.in from 16.09.2014 to 18.09.2014, 3 pm. Those who do not confirm the
higher options online within the stipulated time will not be considered for allotment to the
vacant seats in MBBS/BDS courses. The requests for option confirmation/re-arrangement/deletion
of options received via Post/Fax/e-mail will not be considered.
The “Option Facilitation Centres” [OFC] and “Help Desks” [HD], having internet facility, will
be functioning throughout the State during this period for providing necessary help to the candidates
for online option confirmation/re-arrangement/deletion. The details of such centers are available on
the website, www.cee-kerala.org

The schedule for allotment is given below:

16.09.2014

Opening of the online option confirmation/re-arrangement/deletion
facility.

18.09.2014 , 3 pm
18.09.2014, 8 pm

Closing of option confirmation /re-arrangement/deletion facility.

19.09.2014 to
20.09.2014

Candidates allotted should remit the fee/balance fee shown in the
allotment memo at selected branches of State Bank of Travancore
(SBT) and should join the respective colleges.
Submission of Non-joining report by all the Medical/Dental College
authorities before 5.30 pm.

20.09.2014

Publishing of Allotment

This allotment is for filling up the vacant seats in MBBS/BDS courses only and the allotments
to other Medical & Allied courses will be notified in due course.
Important:- This will be the last phase of allotment to Govt controlled Self Financing/ Private Self
Financing Medical/Dental Colleges. Hence the candidates who get allotments to such colleges
should invariably join the allotted colleges. Otherwise they are liable to pay the Liquidated
damages of Rs.10 lakhs as envisaged under Clause 12.2.4 of the Prospectus for KEAM-2014.
Note: In the event of a new allotment, the candidates admitted in Govt/Govt. Controlled Self
Financing/Private Self Financing Engineering Colleges and Private Self Financing Architecture
Colleges are liable to pay the liquidated damages as per clause 12.2.4 of the Prospectus-2014
and orders issued by the Government.
All details related to the allotment process are available on the website www.cee-kerala.org.
Help Line Numbers: 0471 2339101, 2339102, 2339103, 2339104

Thiruvananthapuram
15.09.2014

Commissioner for Entrance Examinations
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